We're smarter together

When sound decisions matter,
count on Life Guide
Medical advances, breakthrough technology, changing
lifestyles – our world’s fast pace poses constant new
pressures for underwriters to stay informed and compete.
Every day, thousands of underwriters around the world
rely on our guide to reach informed, reliable decisions
with confidence in the evidence-based research behind
them.
As the industry’s No. 1 underwriting resource, Life Guide
is there to help you create more moments like this –
success with your clients and success in helping more
people reach financial security.

In-depth knowledge to extend
your expertise
Life Guide is backed by the expertise of Swiss Re
underwriters, doctors and actuaries. They monitor the
latest medical, regulatory and technical developments,
understand the risks, and translate them into ratings
that help insurers build a strong, sustainable portfolio
that can help cover more lives.
It’s good for business. And good for people.
Life Guide has something for everyone:

DDTraining material for new underwriters
DDReferences and evidence for medical officers
DDAccessible guidance for experienced underwriters

Tools to help simplify complex
decisions
Your speed and efficiency count, so Life Guide gives you
quick access to images, questionnaires, calculators,
ratings, information and more. You can personalize to
your style including:

DDLanguage
DDMarket information
DDFavorite links
DDPersonal and shared notes
Underwriting is a complex business. Life Guide helps
to simplify, with calculators that consider risk factors and
produce consistent, quality ratings quickly.
When you need historical context, the content archive
also gives you the history to know what ratings were valid
for past decisions.
See your Swiss Re representative to learn more or
contact us at LifeGuide_Team@swissre.com.

Exciting updates ahead for
Life Guide (and for you!)
The industry’s number one guide is undergoing a complete
review and refresh to work even harder for you. You’ll enjoy
an improved user interface, simpler navigation and new
features based on the feedback of our user community.
Here’s a peek at what you can look forward to:

DDSimpler, more intuitive interface
DDDrill down, logical navigation
DDCombined calculators for one-stop answers
DDTransparent evidence in detailed rating tables
DDImproved search
DDComprehensive medical review of 1,000+ impairments
DDPlus all the training, e-learning, webinars and knowledge
you’ve come to count on
The next generation of Life Guide brings information simply
and easily to your fingertips to help you go further and go
with confidence.
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